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In this issue: 
 
� Play MP3s instead of CDs in your 

car. 
� Printing from an iPod made simple 
� What is ASK and why is it on my 

computer? 
� Is your internet speed sufficient 
� Some Quick Computer Fixes 
 

 
A TABLET YOU CAN ACTUALLY 

DO WORK ON 
 
Tablets, regardless of brand (yes – that 
includes iPads which are only another 
brand of tablet) are pretty much no 
more than a big-screen smartphone 
without the phone.  Some of the apps 
can come in handy for note taking or 
some specialized business purposes, but 
forget trying to work with a document 
or spreadsheet. 
 
With the release of the Surface Pro 3 – 
the third generation of Microsoft’s 
Surface tablet 
 

 
PRINTING FROM AN 

iPad or iPhone 
MADE SIMPLE – AT LAST! 

 
One of the big problems with iPads and 
iPhones is that it has been difficult-to-
impossible to print anything from them.   
 
With early iOS devices (iPhones and 
iPads) the only way to print anything 
was to email it to your computer and 
then print from the computer.   
 
The next development was Apple’s 
“airprint” which only worked with a 
few printers and was difficult-to 
impossible to get working properly.  
All-in-all, it has been a major pain, 
particularly if you don’t also have an 
Apple computer (Way To Go Apple!) 
 
I recently came across a nice solution in 
the form of an app named PrinterPro.  It 
sets up easily and quickly and seems to 
work well.  Here is how it works. 
 

• Go to the Apple store and 
download the PrinterPro app to an 
iPad. 

• On your desktop or notebook 
computer from which you can print 
to your printer, go to 
https://readdle.com/products/printer
pro_ipad/ and click on either the 
For iPhone or For iPad button to 
download and install the computer-
side part of the system. 

• NOTE that before you click the 
buttons, you can also click the 
triangle to view a video about this 
product. 

• Then go to your iPad and follow 
the easy instructions to connect the 
iPad/iPhone with the computer and 
print a test page. 

• After you have printed the test 
page, you will be notified that that 
was only a trial and that you must 
buy the app for each iOS device 
that you want to print from.  
Considering that the price for the 
app is only $6.99 for each iOS 
device, it is well worth the minimal 
cost. 

 
Readdle.com indicates that the app can 
also print directly to WiFi  
 
I haven’t thoroughly tested the 
PrinterPro although, from reviews on 
the internet, it seems to work pretty 
well.  I came across some references 
indicating that printing emails may be 
problematic, but that was only a quick 
scan of reviews. 
 

 
WHAT IS ASK  

AND WHY IS IT ON  
MY COMPUTER? 

 
An increasingly large number of tech 
support visits include a question about 
why ASK has replaced Google as their 
search engine, or why ASK is now their 
home page.  What is ASK? 
 
ASK is a search engine that is very 
aggressively trying to grab a share of 
Google.  The reason is very simple – 
when you use a search engine the first 

few results you see are sponsored 
advertisements that they make a lot of 
money on, whenever people click on the 
search result. 
 
ASK has been very aggressive.  Often, 
when you upgrade a good program 
there is a little checkbox asking if you 
would like to make ASK your default 
search engine and/or your home page.  
If you don’t uncheck this box – which 
apparently many people don’t do – you 
will wind up with ASK on your 
computer.  Disappointingly, the Norton 
Safe Search utility also changes your 
search engine to ASK. 
 
Other than the surprise of finding an 
intruder in your home, so to speak, ASK 
is not a very good search engine.  If 
ASK is on your computer, run a search 
and then run the same search using 
Google, Bing, or Yahoo and you will 
quickly see the difference. 
 
I strongly recommend that you go to my 
website www.coastalcomputercare.com, 
click on the Newsletters link on the left 
side of the page, and then click on the 
September 2013 issue, which will bring 
up that issue in a pdf reader such as 
Adobe Reader.  There is a lengthy 
article in that issue describing how ASK 
and other crapware deceive you into 
letting them mess with your computer. 
 

 
IS YOUR INTERNET SPEED 

SUFFICIENT? 
 
I think most people would agree that 
thumb twiddling is not productive in a 
work environment, and boring in a 
residential environment. 
 
The other day I was working with one 
of my business clients – a business with 
about 6 people sharing the internet.  
They were wondering why their email 
was so darn slow.  It took over 20 
minutes to send an email.  I looked at 
the message and found that the 
attachment was 14MB in size.   
 



It turns out that they have had a 3Mbps 
download speed since 2006, which the 
cable sales person described as 
“pitifully slow” by current standards, 
and I agreed.  With an upload speed of 
around 0.4Mbps, it would indeed take at 
least 8 minutes to upload the 
attachment, and more if other people in 
the office were using the internet at the 
same time. 
 
The owner of the business listened to 
the options and request upgrading to a 
25Mbps connection.  It was about $100 
more a month, but he felt it was well 
worth the cost.  Only one sale a month 
pays for an entire year’s internet 
service.   
 
A day later, I was installing Office 365 
on a computer in another professional 
office.  Downloading Office 365 
normally takes only a few minutes, but 
because of this office’s slow internet 
connection, the download took over a 
half hour. 
 
At home, a slow internet connection 
may OK if you are just working with 
email or doing some internet browsing.  
But even then, if you often send large 
attachments (photos, documents, etc.) a 
slow connection may be a nuisance. 
 
If you are a residential internet user then 
the internet speed is a matter of 
preference, although anything less than 
about 10Mbps download speed will 
probably result in pauses while 
watching streamed TV. 
 
If you are a business user with only 2 or 
3 computers on the internet at the same, 
and you rarely send emails with large 
attachments, then a 3Mbps download 
speed is probably OK. 
 
The bottom line is, of course, are you 
twiddling your thumbs a lot when 
browsing the internet or using email? 
 

 
COMPUTER SHUT DOWN 

OPTIONS EXPLAINED 
 
I’m sometimes asked what the different 
shutdown options are, so here is an 
explanation.   
 
Generally, when you click the START 
button and then SHUT DOWN, you are 
presented with the following options: 

 
• Shut Down does just that, it closes 

Windows and powers down the 
computer. 

 
• Log Off or Switch User is when 

you have 2 or more people using 
the same computer, each with their 
own logon.  LogOff logs your 
profile off of Windows without 
shutting down the other person who 
may be using their own profile. 

 
• Cancel is self-evident.  It backs 

you out of the Shut Down process. 
 
• Additionally, you may see 2 other 

options: 
 
• Sleep (or Standby) puts the 

computer into a low-power mode 
but does not shut down the 
computer.  The purpose of sleep 
mode is that you save on your 
electricity bill and the computer 
comes back up usually within 10 or 
15 seconds after you press any 
keyboard key (or on some 
computers you have to press the 
power button on the computer 
case). 

 
• In Hibernate mode, everything 

current in the computer’s working 
memory is written to a file on the 
hard drive rather than being deleted 
as occurs when the computer is 
shut down.  The advantages of 
hibernating are: 

 
1. The computer is shut down 

completely. 
 
2. When you start the computer, 

most of the software loading, 
including much of Windows, is 
bypassed when the data that 
was copied to the hibernation 
file is copied back into the 
computer’s memory, so that 
the computer starts up and is 
ready to go in about 30 or so 
seconds, much faster than a 
normal startup. 

 
3. Since the data is copied from 

the computer’s memory, if you 
shut down to hibernate mode, 
any open programs will then 
open back up exactly as they 
were when you put the 
computer into hibernation.  

This means that if you are 
working on, perhaps, a Word 
file, when the computer is put 
into hibernation, when the 
computer restarts the open file 
in Word also comes up, just as 
you left them 
 

If Hibernate is not an option on the 
ShutDown menu, that means that 
hibernation still needs to be 
configured on the computer in 
order to activate that option. 

 
 

SOME QUICK FIXES 
 
Here are some quick fixes that save me 
trips onsite for a 2-minute fix.  No 
guarantees, but these often work. 
 
1. Your wireless mouse and/or 

keyboard has stopped working but 
the computer seems otherwise ok.  
Try replacing the batteries in the 
mouse or keyboard. 
 

2. You have streaming TV but it has 
been getting slow to respond and/or 
has frequent timeouts.  Restart the 
streaming device (Roku, AppleTV, 
etc.,), the TV, and the router.  
These devices need to be restarted 
occasionally. 

 
3. Your computer seems to be OK but 

you can’t get onto the internet. 
a. Try a different internet 

browser.  If you normally use 
Internet Explorer, try Chrome 
or Firefox.  Always a good 
idea to have an alternate 
browser on the computer even 
if you don’t normally use it. 

b. Restart your modem, router, 
and computer. 

 
 
This newsletter is a service to clients of Coastal 
Computer Care.  Please remember us when you 
need professional computer support or tutoring.  If 
you are not currently a client but wish to receive 
this free newsletter, send me a request via email 
and I’ll be happy add you to the distribution list 
 
Disclaimer:  Coastal Computer Care presents 
information in this newsletter as a courtesy.  The 
recommendations are made in good faith and are 
believed to be reliable and safe. CCC cannot, 
however, foresee every possibility and assumes no 
responsibility for any problems that may be 
encountered as a consequence of the 
recommendations.  Always backup your computer 
and make sure that System Restore is set to On. 


